
PRIMARY/BEGINNER
Primary :  Beginner work for the young student, and is not concerned with the older beginner,  
teenager, or adult.  This is for the 1 st year full hour class.  Beginner:  The beginner classes are  
designed to be an introduction to various types of dancing, for kids and adults who have little or no 
coordination experience.
These levels will teach terminology and musical phrasing, and stretch and strengthen the body in  
preparation for the challenging years ahead

BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE LEVELS I-II
Our beginner classes, or have some experience with dancing and would like a review of the basics 
before moving-on; without the need of re-teaching. By providing more practice time for dancing, 
the instructors will be able to give individual attention to those that need it. A few new steps will be 
introduced, as well as additional technique and styling. 

For optimum advancement, In-Step Dance strongly suggests two ballet classes a week beginning 
with Ballet II.

INTERMEDIATE LEVELS II-III
If  the dancer is able to perform well in the Beginner/Intermediate classes, and picked-up the new 
steps reasonably care-free... then they are ready for the next level. Our intermediate classes will 
focus on improving their technique as well as teaching new moves and variations of old steps to 
make them more exciting. 
For optimum advancement, In-Step Dance strongly suggests two ballet classes a week beginning 
with Ballet III. Students may begin pre-pointe classes with the permission of the instructor.

ADVANCED LEVELS IV-V
The dancer who has arrived at this level are technically proficient, experienced in performance and 
quite knowledgeable about themselves and their work.  They have been exposed to all styles of 
dance and to other teachers and choreographers.  They are considered mature, responsible, reliable, 
quick to learn, memorize and adapt emotionally.  They are on a new and different level from that of 
the intermediates.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS – LEVELS I-V

In-Step is proud to offer several ballet techniques.  Russian (Vaganova), R.A.D. Bournonville  & Cecchetti. 
Upper level classes have Pointe, character & Pas de deux classes as well.  The dancer maintains and 
increases their ballet performance in areas such as body alignment, technique, musicality and purity of line 
and grace.  (Pointe is invitation only)

Ballet IV-V will take the young dancer through "connecting" steps and bras. A special Pointe Prep class will 
prepare feet and legs for pointe work.
In Ballet V the dancers learn long movement phrases to enhance musicality and stamina. Pointe work is 
introduced to ladies who have developed sufficient strength. Variations class can be added for Ballet IV-V 
dancers, which will be done on demi-pointe.

 A schedule of 3-5 classes per week is common; students beginning pointe work must take at least two ballet 
classes in addition to their pointe class.
All pointe classes at all levels must be preceded by a ballet class.


